
SERGIO SPALINA

 

SUPPORTING –  A DIRTY COP TURNED TWO-FACED DOUBLE AGENT

Italian-American

39

Male 2



MICHAEL IMPERIOLI in "The Sopranos" http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GTs6IkE25Ds&feature=related

Undercover cop/ narc/ Member of Kannon's "squad"

Spalina is bloodthirsty, greedy and wicked by nature. Deep inside, he doesn't really understand 
Kannon's quest against crime. If it was up to Spalina, their group would've kept all money found 
during busts for themselves instead of using it to buy information.

Spalina has a good deal of loyalty to Kannon, who took him under his wing when Spalina was in deep
shit, accused of corruption. Since then, they have saved each other's lives many times. In fact, 
Kannon would entrust him to solve any problem even if his (Kannon's) life depends on it.

But Spalina's discontent for spending the money from the huge drug bust and many other of Kannon's
decisions on top of the imminent threat for Piscotta's life eventually lead to his treachery-- he finally 
trades in Kannon and his family for his own life and freedom.

Italian-New Jersey accent, flamboyant, tough-talkiin', city-slicker



CHARACTER: SERGIO SPALINA

TYPE: SUPPORTING- A DIRTY COP TURNED TWO-FACED DOUBLE AGENT

ETHNICITY: ITALIAN-AMERICAN

DESCRIPTION: Spalina is bloodthirsty, greedy and wicked by nature. Deep inside, he doesn't 
really understand Kannon's quest against crime. If it was up to Spalina, their group would've kept 
all money found during busts for themselves instead of using it to buy information.

Spalina has a good deal of loyalty to Kannon, who took him under his wing when Spalina was in 
deep shit, accused of corruption. Since then, they have saved each other's lives many times. In 
fact, Kannon would entrust him to solve any problem even if his (Kannon's) life depends on it.

But Spalina's discontent for spending the money from the huge drug bust and many other of 
Kannon's decisions on top of the imminent threat for Piscotta's life eventually lead to his 
treachery-- he finally trades in Kannon and his family for his own life and freedom. 

VOICE QUALITIES: Italian-New Jersey accent, flamboyant, tough-talkiin', city-slicker

NOTE TO ACTOR: Kannon has just realized that his friend and fellow squad member (Spalina) 
has been betraying him for several years.

INT. COP STATION PARKING LOT – NIGHT

Back to Kannon. 

KANNON
You rotten son of a bitch! 
You knew him! 

He gathers all his bodily and mental power and gets up. He comes
out of his cover and approaches SPALINA, who notices him.

SPALINA
(trying to sound upset)

John, they got Delgado! 
Fucking shit! Maria! Oh god, 
no…

KANNON
Save it. I remember 
everything.

Beat. Spalina turns to make eye contact with Kannon.



KANNON
(spoken with exaggerated annunciation)

You knew El Diablo from Acuña.

[in slow mo: Kannon and SPALINA lift guns at the same time and 
fire a shot.

Minigame: Kannon must dodge the bullets of SPALINA].

A fight commences. During the fight:

PAIRED LINES #1:

KANNON
I’m putting an end to this 
right here, right now! 

SPALINA
You’re so fuckin’ dramatic. 
You’ve never once put your 
money where your fuckin’ 
mouth is. 

SPALINA
We could’ve been so fuckin’ 
rich! But you had to give 
away our money to every 
fuckin’ Tom, Dick, and Harry.

KANNON
At least I’m not a goddamn traitor.

SPALINA
Bullshit! I’m a business man,
John! You woulda done the 
same thing if they got to you
first!

KANNON
That’s where you’re wrong. My
loyalty lies with you… The 
boys and god… Maria! We’re 



supposed to protect the 
people, Sergio! 

SPALINA
By givin’ them drug money?

KANNON
By doin’ whatever it takes to
get the real fuckin’ scumbags
off the streets. You know 
what I’m talkin’ about, man. 
I know you do!

SPALINA
You don’t get it. If we were 
all like you, fuckin’ heroes 
and shit… we’d all be fucked 
over. But the world’s not a 
perfect place. 

 

KANNON
No, it’s not. That’s why I 
have to eliminate dipshits 
like you.

Right before Kannon’s money shot that will kill Spalina:

KANNON
This is for Maria!


